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so it was that the japanese transformers industry started to produce an entirely new toy line based on the off-screen appearances of this character, while western fans prepared to have their jaws drop like they'd just walked into the theater unaware that they were about to
see the third goddamn transformers movie (ironically, the first movie was the most transformers movie and the second one wasn't even by hasbro). in the japanese version of the film (the official one), hibitoshi is voiced by the noted anime voice actor hiroshi matsukado,
who would soon make his name in the audio dramas of the sonic the hedgehog anime series, but he would find a lot more success as a later storyarc character in detective conan. this was a huge deal, and it's a key point in the creation of a new toy line. hibitoshi is a no-
name character, but in the hands of the japanese fans he becomes someone of huge popularity. according to the government database, between 2005 and 2010 hibitoshi aji dolls were manufactured at a rate of nearly 700,000 a year. when transformers first hit shelves,
critics were quite harsh towards it. multiple comic book companies couldn't even release "obscene" versions. while the comic was never intended to be child-friendly, it was widely regarded as "too adult", and a comic meant for all ages was released instead. the series

ended with over four hundred transformers comics published. the first issue sold 1.2 million, and the first complete volume of transformers has sold over 8 million copies and earned a place on the american library association's "children's best books" list.
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and so, immediately after the decepticons depart, marissa once again stands between prime
and the lethal force of a decepticon's might, as the autobots stand and watch. with a

massive grin, she raises her hand in the air, and the screen behind her goes black.. that is
the one and only live performance of the "kiss players" series' two episodes. the first episode
aired as an hour-long special two months before the first kiss players toy was released, and
was originally billed as "the amazing birth of the kiss players". however, the second episode
of the series was released as a set of two cassette tapes, and came out a week before the

first toys were released. of course, the later release of the first kiss players figure as part of
the transformers vs. g.i. joe toyline changed this, and now both episodes are represented on

the same release. even so, although i know that many fans of the first generation of kiss
players toys were disappointed at never having seen the full series, this special was pretty
much the only way fans were going to see it until 2006, and seeing the tape was always

going to be considered a bit of a "must" for transformers fans. finally, the events of the kiss
players series' broadcast are brought to a close, when marissa rescues the autobot who was

with her, and the two retreat to her house, where they can finally live their lives in peace.
however, one mystery remains: how did hot rod, jazz and ratchet know about the fight that

was going to occur? first of all, hot rod didn't, he saw her kiss prime and went on his way. but
as for jazz and ratchet.. 5ec8ef588b
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